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Abstract: Concepts, methods, and ideas from geometry have become indispensable apparatus

in modern data science. Today, geometric data analysis is an expanding topic of research

that encompasses a range of programs, including statistics on manifolds, manifold learning,

and information geometry, to name a few. Numerous fields have benefited from its ability to

perform inference over constrained domains and extract meaningful intrinsic structure. In this

talk, I will introduce two aspects of my geometric research program. The first part is on the

representation geometry of complex models. In business and medicine, tree-based ensemble

models are often used to approximate a knowledge system due to their superb performance

and interpretability. However, its nonlinear structure precludes site-to-site comparison and

statistical inference on a collection knowledge systems. Based on diffusion and Riemannian

geometry, the proposed framework is shown to quantify inter-site disparity and further endow

geometric structure for the space of models. The approach is then used to identify associations

between variables in the tabular data. The second section demonstrates Wasserstein median,

a generalization of the geometric median onto the space of probability measures under the

framework of optimal transport. The proposed concept is motivated by a common observation

that median is a robust measure of central tendency in presence of noise and outliers. It is first

shown that the estimate uniquely exists under some conditions, then a generic meta-algorithm

is proposed that can make use of any existing algorithms for computing the Wasserstein

barycenter. Numerical experiments with simulated and real data are presented that validate

the robustness conjecture empirically.
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